
FLAKA HALITI

http://www.kosovopavilion.com/

(born 1982 in Prishtina, Kosovo)
lives and works in Prishtina and Munich.

«Flaka Haliti is not interested in the recent debate on the political per se. She avoids and escapes the fashionable. 
Her credo goes more like: less political to be more political. Haliti performs this gesture smartly, being fully aware 
and understanding the sensitive and complex nature of setting herself apart from a previous, male-dominated 
generation in Kosovo, which primarily aimed for European integration in the sense of a deep and somewhat ironic 
longing for the West. Her work neither questions nor does it provoke in a blunt fashion. Rather, she responds to 
provocation and existing realities without an underlying or superimposed ambition to provoke: less irony – more 
easy.»

Markus Miessen
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http://www.spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/studio-flaka-haliti

IN THE STUDIO OF FLAKA HALITI

The Munich-based artist is off to beautiful places



«I can start the story by telling you that I’m not an everyday studio-working artist. My studio is located in Munich 
and is also where I store most of my work including large-scale installations. So nowadays I partially work from 
home doing administrative heavy stuff, the bureaucratic work of exhibition-making ... When I need to try out 
materials, make models, make a mess with paper, cardboard, blue sand, colours and prints, then I do use the 
studio.

Due to expensive rents in Munich, a young artist like me can’t afford a big bright studio so 
easily ... I think I will have to work more on this. You might ask: why am I not in Berlin? It’s a 
question I have to answer very often.





...and this is result of my recent work, the installation „Speculating on the Blue“, for the 
Kosovo Pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale, curated by Nicolaus Schafhausen:

Last but not least, the images below are for real ... they’re pictures of the studio I’m going 
to use for a month in July and August 2015 in the paradise of Fogo Island. Sadly, I can’t 
stay longer due to an upcoming project. But I’m super excited about it and wonder how 
the experience will influence my working mood. Perhaps I’ll only end up reading stuff for 
my PhD in Practice research, which would not be such a bad idea.



And things will get even more bluish next year; as one of the Villa Romana residency 
recipients for 2016 I’m going to do studio work in Florence for one year. I’m completely 
curious and thrilled to think about what this will be like.

So yes ... travelling, living between cities, changing studios and locations with different 
artist residency opportunities is what influences my mode and mood of working today, 
leading to various kinds of products and materials used in a particular space and time.»

 

Current exhibitions:

«Speculating on the Blue» for the Kosovo Pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale

«The heart is deceitful above all things» at «Home» , Manchester, until July 26th

«3rd edition of the Project Biennial of Contemporary Art, D-0 ARK Underground“ in 
Konjic, Bosnia and Herzegovina until October 26th

 

Flaka Haliti is represented by LambdaLambdaLambda
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http://www.e-flux.com/announcements/flaka-haliti/

Curator: Nicolaus Schafhausen
Co-Curator: Katharina Schendl
Commissioner: Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports of the Republic of Kosovo

For her solo presentation at the Kosovo Pavilion, Flaka Haliti conceived the site-specific installation Speculating 
on the Blue, reflecting on the meaning of borders, democracy, freedom and mobility.

The skeletons of barrier-like objects that occupy the exhibition space are a reference to the aesthetics of the 
concrete walls that are erected between nations and regions as a materialization of conflict. Haliti’s installation 
aims at de-militarizing and de-contextualizing this specific aesthetic regime by stripping the columns down to 
their material essence and juxtaposing them with elements that are by nature resistant to the concept of borders. 
In this scenario, the horizon and the blue pictorial ground create a counter image to the concept of borders and 
function as a tool to raise new perspectives. The interplay of the elements and the different images they generate 
is the artist’s method for creating an intermediate space that allows for the subjective experience of viewers 
engaging with her work.

Her approach is one of recontextualizing global politics through disconnection from its regime of appearance. 
The metaphor of the horizon, simultaneously emblem of possibility and enigma of our limitations is woven into 
the fabric of our past and present. By drawing on the universal meaning of this metaphor, the artist removes the 
image economy of the horizon from any specific spatial-temporal context and speculates on its validity as an 
eternal truth. 

With Speculating on the Blue, Flaka Haliti positions the observer in an intermediate space that oscillates between 
expansion and confinement, proximity and distance; a space that opens up multiple temporal dimensions 
simultaneously and as a result is experienced as a work of constant actualization.



Flaka Haliti (born 1982 in Prishtina/Kosovo) lives in Munich/Germany. Her most recent exhibitions include Ludlow 
38, New York (2015); Kosovo National Gallery, Prishtina, Kosovo (2014); mumok, museum of modern art Vienna 
(2014); October Salon, Belgrade, Serbia (2013); MMK-Zollamt, Museum of Modern Art, Frankfurt am Main (2013); 
ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany (2012); and MUSAC, Castilla y León, Spain (2012). She received a BA at Faculty of Arts 
Prishtina University in 2006, studied Freie Bildende Kunst at the Städelschule, Frankfurt am Main, and is currently 
doing a PhD in Practice Program at Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna. Haliti was recently awarded the Ars Viva Prize 
2015.

Nicolaus Schafhausen is the director of the Kunsthalle Wien and strategic director of Fogo Island Arts an 
initiative of the Canadian Shorefast Foundation. From 2006 to 2012 he headed the Witte de With Center for 
Contemporary Art in Rotterdam. Nicolaus Schafhausen was the curator of the German Pavilion for the 52nd and 
53rd Venice Biennale in 2007 and 2009.

The catalogue accompanying Speculating on the Blue is designed by Bardhi Haliti and published by Sternberg 
Press. It includes an essay by Vanessa Joan Müller, a conversation between Flaka Haliti and Markus Miessen, and 
a foreword by Nicolaus Schafhausen.

Media contact
International: Katharina Schendl, biennale@kosovopavilion.com / T +43 699 11583089
Kosovo: Gegë Promotion, T +386 49 169 37
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http://www.contemporaryartdaily.com/2016/05/flaka-haliti-at-salts/

Flaka Haliti at Salts
May 24th, 2016

Artist: Flaka Haliti

Venue: Salts, Birsfelden

Exhibition Title: My Gravity Slipped Away

Date: April 22 – May 28, 2016



Images courtesy of the artist and Salts, Birsfelden. Photos by Gunnar Meier. 

Press Release:

For her first institutional show in Switzerland, Flaka Haliti presents a new body of work consisting of a single 
environment that the artist developed for SALTS indoor space. The installation comprises of large scale children 
drawings painted on coloured glass sheets, as well as grid-like wallpaper which covers all three walls of the 
gallery. Hanging from the ceiling, the glass panels are lit by directional spots fixed to the ceiling, creating a 
sense of gravity, transparency and distortion. Adding to the optical illusion, the wallpaper emulates a grid of 
pixels that refers to an empty Photoshop file.

Conceived to be experienced first from a central and frontal point of view, the installation invites the viewer 
to trespass the rules established by its theatrical construction, and to walk through it in order to enjoy new 
perspectives on one hand, and to weigh one’s bodily agency from inside on the other. With this surreal 
landscape, the artist sets to explore the concept of no man’s land, a political notion that suggests a temporary 
territory that doesn’t belong to any nation. In My Gravity Slipped Away, Haliti makes a subtle allusion to 
the Macedonian-Yugoslav border, where many refugees were deported during the Kosovo conflict in 1999. 
Exploring notions of equilibrium and visibility—both literally and metaphorically—Haliti’s fragile and poetic 
environment questions our ability to appear and disappear when locked in a territory free of control and 
protection.

The drawings on display were originally made by a class of children studying in an international school in 
Abidjan. Connecting to a narrative of innocence and youth, the figures—in their generic simplicity—also 
produce a sense of anonymity and loneliness. The fact that the drawings are appropriated from a community of 
expatriate children emphasises the notion of cultural and geographical displacement. Extending the narrative 
around the idea of in-betweeness, the grey geometric background functions as an empty territory, not without 
recalling the grid of an empty map, whereas the size of the pixels suggest a scale that is vain because lacking of 
reference point.

Flaka Haliti (born in 1982, Prishtina) lives in Munich and Florence. Haliti studied at the University of Prishtina 
and Städelschule, Frankfurt/M, and is currently working toward her PhD at the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna. 
Her artistic practice is based on conceptual ideas and relates in its critical analyses of media and society to her 
distinctly European perspective. Haliti’s work was presented at venues including Mumok, Vienna; Kunsthalle 
Wien, Vienna; 6th Moscow Biennial, Moscow; Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst, Leipzig; Kosovo Art Gallery, 
Prishtina; ZKM, Karlsruhe; Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin; and Portikus, Frankfurt/Main. In 2016, she 
represented Kosovo at the 56th Venice Biennale.

Link: Flaka Haliti at Salts
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